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Fifteenth Annual DFRWS ConferenceWelcome to the proceedings of the Fifteenth Annual
DFRWS Conference (DFRWS USA 2015) held this year back
at sea level in the City of Brotherly LovedPhiladelphia.
After 15 years, DFRWS remains as the premier confer-
ence in digital forensics, pushing the boundaries and
encouraging cutting edge research. It attracts people from
all over the world with enough participation to ﬁll two
conferences, one in the USA and one in Europe.
This year we had 44 research paper submissions and
accepted 16, for an acceptance rate of 36.3%. The technical
program committee worked hard to come up with a strong
programthat reﬂects the increasing scopeof digital forensics.
These research papers cover a broader set of topics than ever
fromGPUmalware tomachine learning to Android forensics.
Beyond these 16 research papers, this is the second year
of the presentation track consisting of six presentations
from industry, academia and government. There are 22
hours of hands on workshops as well keynote pre-
sentations, poster & demo presentations, the forensic
challenge, and social events including the always engaging
Forensics Rodeo. It’s a busy four days.
We continue our afﬁliation with the Association for
Computing Machinery for the ﬁfth year and our program is
a special edition of Digital Investigation published by
Elsevier. We are also co-located with Digital Forensics
Curriculum Standards 3rd Workshop.
In the mean time, we are already preparing to return to
the west coast for DFRWS 2016 in the Emerald Cit-
ydSeattle. Thank you, the reader, for your continued in-
terest in DFRWS.Conference Organizing Committee
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